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P3 demise brings relief to China and India

T

Shippers and shipping lines had largely worried that P3 would kill competition
he decision of the world’s three largest

have been forced to pay,” he complained. “Hong

shipping lines to abandon their proposed

Kong shippers are calling for a review of the

P3 alliance after China refused to grant

competition laws in both content and practice to

approval on Tuesday is seen as a big relief to

stop the abuse to competition in the freight and

shippers and shipping lines, particularly to those

logistics market.”

from China and India.

In a written statement, China Shippers’

The Chinese ministry of commerce has said

Association, which represents the interests of

it would not approve the shipping alliance called

Chinese import and export corporations, stated:

P3, formed by Denmark’s Maersk Line, France’s

“As known to all, the existing liner conferences or

CMA-CGM and Switzerland’s Mediterranean

discussion agreements have already abused their

Shipping Company (MSC).

monopolistic and dominant power for decades

The global network of P3, an alliance that

Council (HKSC) welcomed the decision. “The

to impose more than 20 kinds of unreasonable

could have reshaped international shipping,

HKSC would like to express its gratitude to China

surcharges to [free on board] export shippers

was expected to start operations later this year,

Shippers’ Association for its efforts in pursuing

who have no contract relations with the liners.

particularly because the US and European

the decision,” HKSC chairman Willy Lin said in a

regulators had already approved the alliance, and

press release.

only the Chinese decision was pending.

Lin slammed the Hong Kong authorities’

The parties that would have been most

own reluctance to go against the three big

adversely affected by the P3 alliance have

lines. “Although competition laws have been

expectedly reacted positively to China’s decision.

erected in Hong Kong, nothing has been done

In Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Shippers’

on issues like the P3 and charges that shippers

“Shippers have to pay the unreasonable
surcharges in order to get the bill of lading. China
and the rest of the Asian countries or regions
suffered a great deal from the liner blocs.”
In India, shippers and smaller shipping lines
Continued on page 2
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Smaller players relieved
Continued from page 1

particularly liner service operators, were worried
that the three giants would deploy larger capacity

were worried that the coming together of the

vessels and offer lower rates to grab cargo.

listed main operator at Port Klang, has always
maintained that the formation of the alliance would
have little impact on it, analysts and investors
immediately upgraded its stock on the news.
Malaysia’s RHB Research increased its FY14
and FY15 earnings forecasts for Westports by

three giants will eventually drive smaller players

“Although there is excess capacity in the

2% to 3% respectively in line with a projected

out of business. “Although India is not directly

market, these liners have been deploying larger

2% increase in container throughput. On the

covered by the P3 network, its impact would

vessels of 16,000-18,000 teu capacity,” said

downside, the research firm had previously

have eventually been felt by our trade,” said

a Shipping Corporation of India (SCI) official,

projected a loss of as many as 140,000 teu and

R Venkatesh, vice-president, Western India

requesting anonymity. “We, like other smaller

200,000 teu in FY14 and FY15 respectively from

Shippers Association (WISA).

players in the liner business, are relieved.” SCI is

diversions to what would have been P3’s new

the only container service operator among Indian

hub at Port of Tanjung Pelepas.

A large volume of India’s international cargo is
being transhipped through the regional hub ports

owners.

While Westports will conduct a study on the

of Colombo, Singapore, Salalah and Dubai. All

A shipping agent however, said the alliance

impact of the P3 alliance, it does not expect it

the three shipping lines operate services to and

promised better services, and that would have

to have a material impact on throughput in the

from Indian ports; and, between them, control

helped global trade. Had the P3 alliance come into

future. Ruben Gnanalingam, ceo of Westports,

more than 40% of global cargo.

being, there could have been some stabilisation of

was quoted as saying that as the formation of the

liner freight rates which have been ruling at rock-

alliance would not have had any material impact

bottom levels for a long time.

on its volumes the reverse is also true.

“The concentration of such capacity will not
be in the interests of shippers,” said Venkatesh.
“We have been opposing cartels in the service

Meanwhile in Malaysia, the port that would

“Nevertheless, we will still carry out a study on

sector which push up freight rates, affecting the

have been the big loser in the consolidation

this matter and at this point of time we are still

country’s trade.”

exercise breathed a massive sigh of relief and was

projecting a volume increase of between 5% and

The alliance, proposed a year ago, and

rewarded by shareholders in the stock market,

10% this year,” he said, adding that the figures

covering the US, Europe and Asia, included

pushing its share price up to its highest close

would become clearer once second quarter

the sharing of vessels and ports. Smaller lines,

in a month. Although Westports, the recently

results were announced.

China’s ministry of commerce
explains decision to block P3

Ministry remains unconvinced of P3 proposal and fears
its adverse impact on market competition
“The ministry of commerce does not object to
enterprises using their own resources to achieve

The ministry argued that P3 would bring about
“adverse effects on restricting competition” and
that the alliance’s proposal “lacks appropriate
and convincing evidence” to proceed.
Chinese shippers had called on authorities
to block the deal in December 2013, as they
believed the alliance would have too much power
to dictate market terms.
After the European Commission and US

competitive standings in the market. But for

Federal

these already powerful enterprises to further their

approved the deal recently, it was expected

market dominance by entering into alliances,

that the Chinese would endorse the proposed

there will be a need to seriously analyse the

network, more-so once the Wall Street Journal

C

impact on competition,” the ministry said.

spoke to two insiders who suggested the deal

hina’s ministry of commerce has

The P3 members submitted their proposal to
the Chinese authorities in September 2013.

Maritime

Commission

separately

would go through.
Preparatory work for the alliance began after it

announced in a statement that it

The ministry said it has carefully considered

was announced in June last year and operations

remains unconvinced that the proposed

the various impacts of the P3 Network in the areas

were scheduled to begin towards the end of the

P3 alliance’s members, who are already leading

of market share, market dominance, barriers to

year.

container carriers, should be allowed to further

entry, industry characteristics and other relevant

increase their market share by coming together.

factors, before coming to a decision.

Delays in gaining approval from US and EU
competition authorities pushed back the alliance’s

The tough stance taken by the Chinese

“The combined capacity of the three P3

start date to the end of 2014, at which point P3

government has led to the disapproval of the P3

members would give them a 47% market share

would have accounted for 255 vessels on 29

Network on Tuesday, effectively closing the book

in the main Asia-Europe container shipping

loops across the the Asia-Europe, transpacific

on shipping’s potentially revolutionary partnership.

trade,” the ministry said.

and transatlantic trades.
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Emissions reduction a matter of survival, says ICS

T

he shipping industry’s focus on

coupled

reducing carbon dioxide (CO2)

on-year fuel increases – some

definition of North Atlantic

emissions is a matter of survival,

300% over 10 years – has meant

winter conditions – these

according to International Chamber of

that the quest for efficiency is

determine the strength of the

Shipping (ICS) secretary general Peter

much more than enlightened

ship, the thickness of steel,

Hinchliffe.

self-interest and really a means

the spacing of strengthening

to survive to fight another day.”

beams and so on,” said

Speaking

at

the

Conference

on

Shipping in Changing Climates, hosted

with

Hinchliffe

virtually

year-

restated

ICS’s

market

based

by the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change

stance

Research,

measures: that any measures

Hinchliffe

highlighted

the

on

requirements

Peter Hinchliffe, secretary
general of ICS

upon

a

Hinchliffe. “Will there come a
time when the definition will
have to be upgraded? If so

maritime industry’s position as the only

should be necessary, enforced globally

how soon will that be, bearing in mind the

industry with a mandatory global CO2

by IMO, should be focussed on reducing

30 year design life of a ship?

reduction regime in place, through the

emissions, not generating revenue, and

“Very few port authorities are doing

IMO.

that the only acceptable market-based

work to raise infrastructure – higher jetties,

measure it sees is a fuel levy.

higher railway lines and roads – building

“We are therefore already on a pathway
to deliver ships by 2030 that will be 30%

Hinchliffe also took a longer view on

with a 50-year timeframe in mind. But how

more efficient than those of just a couple

shipping and climate, considering the

many hydrographic offices are thinking

of years ago,” said Hinchliffe.

industry’s preparedness should extreme

about prioritising surveys to ensure that

“There is a clear mood to address

weather become more common, and the

port approaches are surveyed ready for

supply chain efficiency at every stage. In

effects the changing climate might have

the requirement for new charts in 20 or 30

particular, the enormous financial pressure

near the coast.

years’ time – or is it needed sooner than

of the global recession on freight rates,

“Currently ships are built to regulatory

that?” he asked.

IMB raises alarm on piracy attacks in Southeast Asia

T

he recent spate of pirate attacks off

oil, sparking fears of a new trend in pirate

“These types of incidents are not

Southeast Asian waters has stoked

attacks in the area, IMB warned. Previously,

common in this region which makes the

fears that vital shipping lanes are

the majority of attacks in the region were

situation even more alarming,” said IMB.

again being threatened by high-sea crimes.
Malaysia’s

piracy

reporting

vessels boarded for petty theft.

“The pirates appear to be interested

centre

The latest hijackings seem to follow a

in oil products such as diesel oil. One of

International Maritime Bureau (IMB) is

specific modus operandi, where armed

the hijacked tankers was released quickly

warning small tankers to maintain strict anti-

pirates seize a small tanker and siphon off

possibly because the pirates realised it had

piracy measures in the South China Sea as

its cargo to large bunker tankers or other

the wrong type of cargo,” IMB noted.

at least six known cases of attacks have

small tankers in a ship-to-ship operation.

IMB has issued a warning to all ships that

been reported since April this year.

In some cases navigational equipment is

these attacks have occurred against small

destroyed but the crew are left unhurt. They

coastal tankers primarily in the South China

then release the hijacked vessels.

Sea waters off Bintan islands.

The cases saw coastal tankers being
hijacked for their cargoes of diesel or gas

20 June 2014
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More consolidation seen in China shipbuilding

T

he next few months are a ripe

November and he expects to see more in

time

the third and fourth quarter of this year.

for

consolidation

in

the

As such the banks will continue to
support them. The only sign of pressure

Chinese shipbuilding industry, CCB

In addition, consolidation is in line with

would come if the banks themselves had to

International Capital managing director and

policy direction from the State Council so

tighten their loan book through the policy

head of mergers and acquisitions (M&As)

this is another positive factor, Lau added.

makers raising the Reserve Requirement

Patrick Lau told Seatrade Asia Week.

He noted that discussions have been

Ratio (RRR), the People’s Bank of China’s

This is because of the combination of

ongoing and local private shipyards with

(PBOC) main policy tool. However as

factors that valuations have become more

high levels of debts would be the likely

evident from the reduction in the RRR this

reasonable while possible takeover targets

prime candidates to be absorbed into the

week, the converse is happening as China

may be more motivated to be acquired after

larger state-owned groups.

tries to cautiously expand its economy.

so many years of struggle. “Valuations are

“It’s basically a valuation issue for

In any case state-owned companies are

trending down below book value now and

these companies,” Lau said. The level of

generally seen as good clients for state-

parties are more willing to talk,” he said.

bad debts as well as labour union issues

owned banks and supporting them is also

Lau also told an exclusive Mergermarket-

needs to be evaluated before a deal can be

in line with the policy of PBOC, China’s

organised panel that in the Asian M&A

made. The complexity arises from the fact

central bank, and the Central Banking

market, there has been a pickup in

that these are often also strategic assets

Regulatory

activity in China especially since the end

for China and consolidation needs to be

regulatory body, which sees it as one of the

of the moratorium on such activities last

balanced with social and other goals.

key sectors in China.

Commission

(CBRC),

the

Foreign ships expected to get more freedom on Indian coast
ith the anti-cabotage lobby getting

W

“Any change in the cabotage policy will

load export cargo or unload import cargo at

stronger all the time, the Indian

affect the growth of Indian shipping tonnage,”

any Indian port, but they cannot pick up an

government has started examining

said INSA ceo Umesh Grover, who retired from

import consignment for delivery to any other

the extent to which the regulation that restricts

the services of Shipping Corporation of India

Indian port or aggregate export cargo from

foreign ships carrying coastal cargo can be

(SCI) a few years ago. “Since 100% foreign

different ports at one Indian port.

relaxed, and whether the movement of empty

direct investment is allowed in shipping,

“Indian shipping lines lack the capacity

and transhipment containers can be permitted.

foreign lines can bring their ships under the

to carry transhipment cargo,” said IPPTA

Indian flag and carry local cargo.

president R Kishore. “Even for carrying bulk

Cabotage rules prevent foreign-flagged
ships from picking up and dropping off

“China,

Europe

and

the

US

have

cargo, Indian shipowners do not have enough

domestic cargo between various Indian ports.

strict cabotage laws for empty container

barges or small ships – something that is

They protect the domestic cargo market for

movement. When Indian shipping firms

evident at ports like Visakhapatnam or Haldia.”

Indian-flagged shipping firms. Exemption is

have adequate capacity, the solution lies in

IPPTA said it was seeking permission to

granted only when a suitable Indian ship is

encouraging Indian firms by providing them

allow foreign vessels to carry only customs

not available to carry particular cargo.

with a level-playing field.”

sealed transhipment containers bound for

However, an exception was made by

Shippers and port operators, however,

export from one Indian port to other. This

the government in 2012, when it relaxed

find cabotage restrictions an impediment

would help foreign lines to aggregate export

cabotage regulations for the DP World-

for the smooth flow of cargo. A freight

cargo; and, in turn, reduce the logistics cost

run International Container Transhipment

forwarder pointed out that shipping lines

for Indian exporters.

Terminal at Vallarpadam near Kochi, for a

needed to move empty containers as there

period of three years.

was a mismatch between import and export

considering

of containerised cargo.

shipping policy for transportation of goods

Indian-flagged shippers, led by the Indian

The Shipping Ministry, on its part, is
a

comprehensive

coastal

National Shippers Association (INSA), are

The Indian Private Ports and Terminals

domestically, for which it is expected to

against any form of cabotage relaxation. But

Association (IPPTA) has asked the ministry

approach the cabinet in a month or two.

freight forwarders say they want ships to run

to allow foreign lines to carry transhipment

But it is widely expected that foreign ships

on a time-table format, or regular intervals so

cargo from one Indian port to another.

will shortly get more freedom to move cargo

that it can form a part of their logistics network.

20 June 2014

Currently foreign lines are allowed to

along the Indian coast.
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Broadband at sea promises high
return on investments: Intelsat

S

hipowners and operators
can

our industry to enable this level of choice,” Collet
said.
Intelsat owns and operates a fleet of more than
50 satellites around the globe. The company is

potentially

“What we are beginning to see is

also planning to launch up to 10 high throughput

high return on their capital-

that the more a user is able to access

satellites for various applications from the second

intensive investments by installing

broadband connection from the ship, the

half of this year through to 2019.

reliable communication systems

more utilities they can make of it and the

As the world’s shipping fleets seek continuous

more activities on the ship they can look

improvements in technology, the broadband

for a return on their investments,” he said.

demands of ship operators are increasing as

onboard

expect

Seatrade Asia Week.

shipowners which we think is very important for

ships,

commercial

according

satellite

to

services

James Collet

provider Intelsat.

Collet explained that the availability of

well against the backdrop of a greater number

James Collet, director of mobility services

reliable or even customised broadband network

of applications required onboard a vessel. The

product management at Intelsat, believed

on a ship can allow improvements on weather

need for heavier bandwidth is being driven to

that various operations on a ship can become

routing and obtaining logistics information,

unprecedented levels, Intelsat has noted.

more efficient through the use of broadband

potentially leading to cost savings by reducing

Collet argued that shipowners and ship

connection.

fuel consumption. In addition to these operational

managers are probably going to spend more on

“I think the challenge for the whole industry

benefits, crew welfare can be enhanced for them

communications, but the efficiency that they can

that is providing communications to shipping

to stay connected with their families or for leisure

achieve from the expenditure will be even greater.

is to convert our argument from one about

purposes.

A global VSAT system, for example, can cost

managing costs into leveraging the benefits

“We also see service providers increasingly

of the communication systems,” Collet told

offering a range of different solutions to

$2,500-3,000 a month for one ship to give a “very
capable broadband connection”, Collet said.

Yangzijiang reveals order win for four VLOCs

C

hina’s Yangzijiang Shipbuilding Group

shipbuilding industry is experiencing a rise

secure long term, low cost freight on vessels

has revealed that it has won its largest

in demand for larger vessels that provides

that will complement infrastructure at Herb

ever bulk carriers order to build four

higher carrying capacity,” said Ren Yuanlin,

Elliott Port and maximise shipped volume.

260,000 dwt VLOCs for an Australian mining
firm.

executive chairman of Yangzijiang.

“We are already in the shipping business,

“The demand uptrend for these cost

with an annual forecast spend of around

The order is believed to be for Australia’s

effective and higher efficiency vessels is in line

$1.5bn a year,” Power said. “These vessels

Fortescue, which had announced earlier that

with the group’s goal to scale the shipbuilding

are a natural extension of our supply chain

it has contracted the VLOCs at an unnamed

value chain,” Ren added.

and will play a significant role in increasing

Chinese yard.

Fortescue said its order for four VLOCs is

efficiencies at the port and lowering costs.

the

valued at $275m, and the investment was

They also reflect and strengthen our close

newbuildings are expected to be delivered

made as an effort to reduce its costs and secure

relationship with China, our largest customer.”

from 2016 to 2017, similar to the delivery

the supply of seagoing vessels. The four large

Fortescue was instrumental in the research

period announced by Fortescue.

ships will also account for approximately 6% of

and development of the vessels to ensure

Fortescue’s shipping fleet requirements.

design specifications complemented Port

Singapore-listed

Yangzijiang

said

“The group has observed that shipowners
are enhancing their focus on vessels’

Nev Power, ceo of Fortescue, said the

operational efficiencies and as a result, the

contract represents a strategic decision to

20 June 2014

Hedland’s tidal conditions and shallow natural
harbour.
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Round the region
Yangfan bags twin bulker
order

The two corporations already have a
joint venture named Chimbusco, which is
currently China’s largest bunker fuel supplier.

Minority shareholders protest
Tanjung RTO deal
Shareholder

activism

in

Malaysia may put a spanner

China’s Yangfan Group has

China Cosco invests in six new
bulkers

clinched a deal to build two

China Cosco Holdings has entered into

64,000 dwt dry bulk carriers

agreements to construct and buy a total of six

The deal, which was supposed to see

for

dry bulk carriers at a cost of $175.62m as part

several Indonesian oil and gas interests and

of a fleet upgrading plan.

the Asian unit of Bourbon injecting assets into

Turkey’s

Beks

Shipmanagement & Trading.

in the works of a proposed
reverse takeover (RTO) of
Tanjung Offshore, local media reports said.

Beks has also secured financing from

The Hong Kong-listed China Cosco

Tanjung in return for shares and would have

The Import & Export Bank of China (China

announced that the agreement included a deal

seen its re-entry into the offshore supply vessel

Exim Bank), Yangfan announced in a brief

with CSSC Huangpu Wenchong Shipbuilding

(OSV) business, is being opposed by a group

statement on its website. Financial details

Company for the construction of four 64,000

of minority shareholders who want the option

of the deal were not disclosed.

dwt bulkers at $113.12m.

of being able to sell their shares to the new

The pair of newbuildings will be built

A separate contract was entered into with

at Yangfan’s shipyard located in Zhejiang

Jiangnan Shipyard to build two 78,000 dwt

Province. Delivery dates for the bulkers are

bulkers at $62.5m.

scheduled in 2016.

owners.
Another issue is that the deal needs the
approval of Malaysian sovereign wealth fund

The newbuildings are scheduled to be
delivered from 2015 to 2016.

Ekuiti Nasional (Ekuinas) which has a noncompete clause from Tanjung’s sale of its OSV

Jiangsu Rainbow wins bulkers
order

“The company entered into the shipbuilding

division to it in 2012. The three-year clause

agreements in order to upgrade the fleets of

expires in the middle of next year and the

bulk carriers of the group and improve the

investors claim no certainty has been given of

China’s Jiangsu Rainbow Heavy Industries

competitiveness of its fleet as a whole,” China

a waiver from this non-compete clause.

has won an order to build one dry bulk

Cosco said.

The group of minority shareholders, who

carrier plus four options for Marshall

It added that it will finance the investment

collectively own close to 4% in the company,

Island-registered Corretaje Maritimo Sud

from internal resources and bank borrowings.

are essentially incensed that they have been

Americano.

sidelined on Tanjung’s corporate moves,

Corretaje Maritimo has agreed to pay
$23.05m for one firm order of the 15,500-dwt
bulker. The delivery date of the newbuilding

Hong Kong port volume rises
in May
The port of Hong Kong saw a

is scheduled in 2016.

especially the waiver from mandatory takeover
given to the new investors, and want the option
of being able to cash out, similar to the offers
made to certain substantial shareholders.

Jiangsu Rainbow said the four options

4.5% rise in throughput in

They pointed out that if there is a general

would cost a total of $92.2m, and they have

May to 1.95m teu from 1.87m

offer they would be able to cash out at the

teu as the figures normalised

same price as these other shareholders and

to be exercised within the next 15 months.

after the port strike in April last year. Volumes at

are being discriminated against.

Cosco, PetroChina deepen
cooperation

the main Kwai Tsing terminals rose 9% to

China Cosco and China National Petroleum

performance at the non-Kwai Tsing terminals,

UMW-OG
sees
offshore outlook

Corporation (PetroChina) have signed a

which fell 10.5% to 390,000 teu from 436,000

UMW Oil & Gas (UMW-OG) president Rohaizad

cooperative agreement to reinforce their

teu the year before, were a drag on overall

Darus has a bullish outlook on the industry for

collaboration on oil products transport and

performance.

the next three to four years and the company’s

logistics.

1.56m teu.
However

as

usual,

the

lacklustre

For the year-to-date, overall throughput

bullish

expansion plans are focused on this outlook, he
was quoted as saying in local media.

The two giant state corporations have

rose 3.5% to 9.2m teu. Month-on-month, the

pledged to further develop their business

number of boxes moved dipped slightly from

UMW-OG has an orderbook of MYR1.7bn

on a global scale through the cooperation,

the 1.96m teu handled in April. However these

($527m) and it will spend MYR2bn on its

which is expected to bring benefits of

are the months before the high season kicks in

expansion plans, he added. Rohaizad said its

lowering shipping and logistics costs.

and can see variable figures from year to year.

fleet expansion to eight rigs by September 2015

For
daily
20
June
2014news

updates visit www.seatrade-global.com
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would help it expand its geographical reach.
The strategy is to strengthen UMW-OG’s
position as a regional player and the next step
was to be a long-term global player, he said.

Product tanker recovered
from pirate attack

throughput of 2.94m teu in May, marking the

three tugboats.
This latest order win brings its orderbook to
MYR1.2bn worth of deliveries up to 2015.

product tanker from a pirate attack in the South

Last month’s throughput of 2.94m teu

“The revenue stream from the latest

was 3.9% higher compared to 2.83m

contracts is expected to contribute positively

teu recorded in May 2013, according to

to the earnings per share and net assets per

preliminary estimates from the Maritime and

share of the Coastal group,” the group said in

Port Authority of Singapore (MPA).

an announcement.

The combined naval efforts of Indonesia,
Malaysia and Singapore have recovered a

highest monthly volumes so far this year.

Container volumes moved in May this year
was also 5.4% higher compared to 2.79m teu

Four lines to start new service

registered in April this year, data from MPA
showed.

Four Asia-based container

In the first five months of this year,

The Honduras-registered tanker Ai Maru

lines have teamed up to

Singapore port moved a total throughput of

was boarded by pirates on Saturday after the

launch a joint service in

13.67m teu, an improvement of 4.4% over

vessel departed Singapore OPL for the Gulf of

China/Southeast Asia-Indian

13.09m teu recorded in the corresponding

China Sea.

Subcontinent trade named Pakistan Mundra

Thailand.
Initial investigations revealed that seven

period of 2013.

Express (PMX).

armed pirates boarded the product tanker,

Cosco Container Lines Southeast Asia

tied up the crew and locked them in a room.

(Coscon Sea), China Shipping Container

They damaged the ship’s communication

Lines (CSCL) and Wan Hai Lines will start the

Vallianz to raise $42m from
share placement

equipment, reportedly siphoned 620 metric

service from Shanghai on 25 June whereas

Singapore’s offshore services firm Vallianz

tonnes of marine gas oil, stole the crew’s

Pacific International Lines (PIL) will commence

Holdings is aiming to raise SGD52.2m

personal valubles, and fled after seeing the

one cycle later on 6 August.

($41.7m) from the sale of 400m new shares.

enforcement agencies’ vessels closing in. The
crew was not injured.

The service PMX will be operated with

The Singapore-listed firm has proposed a

six vessels of 4,250 teu capacity each with

share placement of 230m shares plus another

The Royal Malaysian Navy deployed one

Coscon Sea and Wan Hai to provide two

allotment of 170m which subscribers have

ship, the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement

ships each, and CSCL and PIL to deploy one

agreed to subscribe.

Agency (MMEA) deployed two ships, the

ship each.

Indonesian Navy activated two ships and the

Vallianz said 70-80% of the net proceeds

The weekly port rotation is Shanghai,

will go towards fleet expansion while the

Ningbo, Shekou, Hong Kong, Singapore, Port

remaining sum will be used for general

ReCAAP said that the pirates had left the

Klang (N), Port Klang (W), Karachi, Mundra,

working capital.

product tanker and escaped after they were

Port Klang (N), Singapore, Hong Kong, and

alerted that the maritime authorities were

back to Shanghai.

Republic of Singapore Navy sent one ship.

closing in.

Coastal picks up six-vessel
deal

The companies participating in the share
subscription

include

Legend

Financial

“The service will provide our customers with

Limited, Golden Summit International Limited,

faster transit time from China/Southeast Asia

Zymmetry Investments Ltd, ICH Partners

to Pakistan/India,” PIL said in a statement.

Limited and ICH Invest & Trade Ltd.
The issue price of the shares represents
a discount of 10% to the weighted average

MYR180m ($56m) in contracts for the sale

Singapore port records higher
box volumes in May

of three offshore support vessels (OSVs) and

The port of Singapore has handled container

Exchange on 12 June 2014.

Units of Coastal Contracts have secured

For
daily
20
June
2014news

updates visit www.seatrade-global.com

price of SGD0.1505 for each share, based on
the company’s trading halt on the Singapore
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Talk is cheap
S

- 17 June 2014: CoM dispproved of the
proposed P3 alliance.
Shanghai-based

brokerage

Haitong

o much for all that hype and revolutionary talk

It took exactly nine months for CoM to come to

Securities pointed out that the main reason for

of shipping’s potentially greatest partnership

its decision on Tuesday, and the timeline is as such:

the ministry’s disapproval could be due to strong

– the P3 alliance of Maersk Line, CMA CGM

and Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC).

- 18 September 2013: CoM received the

opposition from domestic shipping companies

proposed report on P3. The ministry, however,

and shipping associations. However, it believed

The P3 network is now history, and the question

felt that the documentation was incomplete,

that the setback to the P3 network would only

of how P3 would actually work in the market is at

and required the applicants to submit additional

have a limited effect as the three lines can still

best academic. On Tuesday, the shipping world

information;

collaborate through different means to avoid

was somewhat shocked to learn that China’s

- 19 December 2013: CoM acknowledged

anti-trust reviews, if the ultimate goal is purely

ministry of commerce (CoM) has decided to kill the

receipt of the additional information that it

to reduce operating costs and improve service,

P3 network, citing a lack of convincing evidence

had requested. The report also contained the

rather than getting ahead of rivals.

from the members to form the alliance and possible

necessary information and documentation

adverse impact on free market competition.

to meet the requirements under Article 23 of

China has shown that it has a mind of its own.
Even with the EC and US FMC giving the thumbs

the anti-trust law. The ministry proceeded to
analyse the viability of the P3 network;

up for P3, China did not follow suit as predicted

- 18 January 2014: CoM announced that it

by some analysts, and this episode would be

needed to review the P3 proposal in greater depth;

a good guide for future references, be it in the
shipping context or other politically-linked issues.

We shall see.

- 18 April 2014: CoM decided to extend the

Lee Hong Liang
Deputy Editor
Seatrade Asia Week

review deadline to 17 June 2014;

Spotlight on European ECA
Chairman Chris Hayman
Publisher Mary Bond
Editor Marcus Hand
Deputy Editor Lee Hong Liang
India Shirish Nadkarni
Hong Kong Vincent Wee
Production Shaik Nizar
Seatrade Communications
Singapore Pte Ltd
7500A Beach Road #08-301/302
The Plaza, Singapore 199591
Tel: +65 6294 2280
Fax: +65 6294 2780

DNVPS takes a look at the quality and operational considerations of
the European ECA. Bjørn Olav Odland and Petter Dehli explain

T

he European Emission Control Areas

DNV Petroleum Services (DNVPS) has seen a

(ECAs) consists of the Baltic Sea and

significant deterioration of fuel quality in ECA

Northern Sea/English Channel which

in general, e.g. higher overall density and an

came into force in 2005 and 2007 respectively.

increase in average catfines concentration.

When the revised Marpol Annex VI entered

It is worth noting that the average sulphur

into force 1 July 2010 the maximum limit for the

content for LSFO is 1.05% for LSFO year-to-

sulphur content of fuel oil used on board ships in

date 2014 in the most important bunkering area

an ECA was reduced to 1.00%. This ECA limit

in Europe, more specifically the Amsterdam-

Editorial Marcus Hand
marcushand@seatrade-asia.com

will be further reduced to 0.10% from 1 January

Rotterdam-Antwerp (ARA) region.

2015. In addition, shipowners and managers

Also worth noting is that in this area, the port

Editorial Lee Hong Liang
leehongliang@seatrade-asia.com

must comply with EU Directive 2005/33/EC

state inspectors have been known to take fuel

SE Asia Sales Manager Clara Wong
cwong@seatrade-asia.com

allowing maximum 0.10% sulphur fuel while in

samples from the vessel’s fuel system to test

EU ports (effective 1 January 2010). In the near

for sulphur content. Vessels that are changing

future looms the EU Directive 2012/33/EU of

over from high sulphur to LSFO with a level of

21 November 2012 calls for maximum 0.50 %

1.05% (the average as illustrated above) would

sulphur fuel from 1 January 2020.

potentially be at risk of being non-compliant in

SE Asia Sales Manager Ross James
rossjames@seatrade-asia.com
NE Asia Sales Manager Victor Halder
mainak.halder@seatradehkg.com

Ever since the ECA limit was reduced to

case of Port State Control inspection.

Subscriptions Jeannette Seet
asiaweek@seatrade-asia.com

1.00%, the challenges have been substantial.

So far, the level of enforcement has been

Initially, there were concerns about availability

in general very low in the European ECA as a

Copyright© Seatrade Communications Ltd, 2014. Although
every effort has been made to ensure that the information
contained in this review is correct, the publishers accept
no liability for any inaccuracies or omissions that may
occur. All rights reserved. No part of the publication may
be reproduced,stored in retrieval system or transmitted in
any form or by any means without prior written permission
of the copyright owner.

of Low Sulphur Fuel Oil (LSFO) in the ECAs

whole, while being somewhat higher in ARA.

and worries about extended price hikes. These

It is expected that the level of enforcement will

concerns, in 2010, were short-lived and the

increase in the near future.

20 June 2014

market quickly came into balance in respect

From 1 January 2015, vessels operating

to availability. On the quality side, however,

within ECAs will have to comply with a maximum
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sulphur limit of 0.10% m/m.

Graph shows the average sulphur content for LSFO in different
geographical regions YTD2014 (Source: DNVPS)

What are the compliance options for
meeting the 0.10% sulphur m/m ECA (SOx)
requirement?
1. Marine Gas Oil (MGO) with maximum 0.10 %
m/m sulphur content
2. Ultra Low Sulphur Fuel Oil (ULSFO) with
maximum 0.10 % m/m sulphur content
3. Heavy Fuel Oil with abatement technology
4. Alternative options such as LNG and methanol
1. MGO with maximum 0.10% sulphur content
For most ships operating within one or more
ECAs, the use of MGO/MDO is expected to

however the quality is poorer

be the preferred choice although usage may

3. HFO with abatement technology

and potential presence of FAME in the mixture.
Special care should be observed during

be affected by factors such as fuel availability

Marpol Annex VI, Regulation 4 allows use of

changeover involving these new fuels, because

and price differential between HFO, MGO and

abatement technology or alternative fuel oils as

of their complex composition and lack of

ULSFO.

alternative means of compliance.

practical user experiences, especially in respect

• MGO fuel quality may be affected negatively

Exhaust Gas Scrubbers (EGS) may allow

by increased blending of untraditional blend

existing and new ships to run on high sulphur

products.

components to meet a surge in demand

HFO inside ECAs after 1 January 2015 and

Summary and conclusions

• MGO storage tank capacity should also be

globally after 1 January 2020, but the scrubbers

The upcoming changes to the environmental

looked into to allow for inbound and return

require significant investment in hardware and

regulations described above pose challenges for

voyage out of relevant ECA, port stay and

design, and will consume additional space and

the shipping community and proper evaluation of

possible voyage inside ECA; both to have

power. On the other hand, the price gap between

the above alternatives is vital to be able to make

sufficient compliant MGO onboard and to allow

HFO and its alternative fuels are expected to

the best choices for the future with regards to

for the flexibility to bunker MGO in the ports

be significant, hence making this alternative

fuel.

where the MGO price is most favourable

attractive for vessel of certain design and age to

o Separate service tanks, settling tanks and fuel

warrant the retrofit.

operating to a large degree in the ECAs, HFO

lines for HFO and MGO to prevent contamination

Challenges

and abatement technology may be a favourable

of MGO with HFO is recommended

to blending with other residual and distillate

For vessels with high fuel consumption,

The new ULSFO product types consist of

choice, be it retrofit on existing vessels or new-

• Fuel system may require cooling to maintain

both distillate and some residual components.

buildings. New fuels may be an alternative

correct minimum viscosity of MGO

They will vary in viscosity from single digits to 380

depending on the price differential with HFO/

2. ULSFO type fuel oils with maximum 0.10%

cst and have varying pour points and cold filter

MGO.

sulphur content

plugging points.

If installing scrubbers as retrofit is not possible,

Various types of ULSFO with maximum 0.10%

Due to the different composition of these

sulphur have been introduced in the market in

fuels, each will require varying degrees of

the recent months by a number of key suppliers.

fuel treatment in respect to heating, settling,

If abatement technology or ULSFO is not an

These products can be broadly categorized into

separation, filtration and sludge treatment. In

option, MGO with maximum of 0.10% sulphur

the following groups:

some cases stability issues may be expected

will be the most likely choice. But this may turn

• Products with viscosity up to 380 cst comprising

due to the complex composition. These products

out to be a costly option as the price of MGO

mainly of residual components

should be monitored closely as soon as they are

relative to HFO is expected to increase.

• Products with viscosity in the range of 30 to

introduced into the market, and their commercial

Regardless of the choices made, proper fuel

70 cst, similar in nature to residual fuel but with

success or failure will depend on how well they

management including bunker quantity surveys,

some of the characteristics of distillate fuel. These

fare against the DMA grade, both in terms of

representative sampling during bunkering, fuel

products may require heating, are unproven in

price and technical properties.

system sampling, testing and possible corrective

commercial use and may pose certain challenges

On a positive note, most of these hybrid

then alternative ULSFO fuels may be the best
choice depending on price and availability.

action will be essential also in the future to reduce

to engine operation

fuels will contain significantly lower amounts of

• Products with viscosity lower than 30 cst

catfines, carbon residue, ash and metals. Unlike

comprising mainly of lower quality heating oil

traditional heavy fuel oils, these new fuel types

Bjørn Olav Odland and Petter Dehli are customer

components. These type of fuel oils may also

may be more susceptible to bacterial growth,

service managers at DNVPS. Email: Bjorn.Olav.

fall into the previously mentioned group of fuels,

depending on the share of distillate component

Odland@dnv.com and Petter.Dehli@dnv.com
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financial and operational risks.
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Tanker market seeing support
from demolition activities

Firming demolition prices help to remove old
tonnage and tighten supply

A

Fleet growth in the crude oil tanker segment
has now slowed on a year-to-date basis by
negative 0.1%. Contributing to this on the
demolition side has been the sale of five early 90s
built VLCCs for scrap.
Meanwhile on the demand side, all eyes are
on US production and oil product exports. The

steady flow of oil tankers getting sent

most recent outlook to 2040 shows oil product

to demolition yards has resulted in a

imports will be flat and oil product exports

firming market so far this year, according

holding the current level before increasing in

to an analysis from shipping association Bimco.

2020.

With demolition prices on the rise since late

As for the US crude oil net import situation

last year, owners have been encouraged to scrap

going forward, the gap will narrow further in

their older tonnage, at the same time taking

the coming years, according to US Energy

advantage of lower newbuilding prices to renew

Information Administration (EIA).

their fleet.
In two of the major ship demolition markets,

substantial premiums on offer in India, where the
price tag right now is $500 per LDT.”

EIA is also expecting an unchanged level of
imports from 2016-2040 at around 5m barrels

India and Pakistan, the positive development

The delivery of 38 product tankers has

per day – quite a change from 2004-2007 where

started around October 2013 after a year of more

contributed to a product tanker fleet growth of

the US net imports of crude oil peaked at 10m

or less status quo, Bimco noted. In China, another

0.9% for the first five months of 2014. Of these,

barrels per day.

relatively big demolition market, development has

29 were MR tankers. Seventeen product tankers

Looking ahead, Bimco expects earnings for

been the opposite, with slowly declining prices

of 645,000 dwt have been demolished, of which

all the three crude oil tanker segments to stay in

since the beginning of 2013.

none were MR tankers.

the region of $10,000-20,000 per day in June/

“In India, the rupee has traded below INR60

Contributing to the filling of the vacant 2016

against the US dollar for some weeks now,

slots at shipyards have been the 41 new product

In the product tanker segment, Bimco

fuelling the end-buyers’ desire to fill their pots.

tanker orders (2.6m dwt) signed in the first five

expects earnings on the benchmark routes

The strengthening of the rupee follows the

months of this year. During the same period

from AG to Japan for LR1s to soften a bit, but

election of the pro-business candidate Narendra

of last year, up to 127 units of 8.4m dwt were

stay around $7,500-14,000 per day, with LR2s

Modi, which has sparked even more optimism in

ordered.

earning a little more at $10,000-18,000 per day.

the market,” Bimco said.

July.

“There is a clear sign from freight rates that

Handysize rates are set to improve from

“Even tankers, which normally go to Pakistan,

hesitate to pick up as well as a feeling that most

the recent bad performance to around $5,000-

are being cleared now to comply with the safety

of the upside in this segment may already have

12,500 per day, with MR average rates expected

restrictions at India’s ship recycling yards. This

been captured by the orders placed last year at

to remain firm in the interval of $8,000-12,000

goes on as owners aim to take advantage of the

lower newbuilding prices,” Bimco said.

per day.

Bulk market remains reliant on China

T

he dry bulk shipping market should

of 2013,” Bimco said.

not expect freight rates to increase

As the big mines in Australia and Brazil have

forecast at $7,000-12,000 per day interval,

whereas handysize rates are projected at around

significantly for as long as China doesn’t

scaled up iron ore output significantly this year

start taking more iron ore from Brazil, a Bimco

and will do so in the coming two years, the price of

The dry bulk shipping market is expected to

shipping report said.

$6,000-8,500 per day.

the commodity has been under pressure. Such a

see continuing influence by Asia, where China

China has increased its iron ore imports greatly

development would benefit international trading at

is “completely dominant”, dwarfing the slow but

by 21% in the first four months from a year before

the expense of China’s higher cost, domestically-

steady Indian import growth, while the rest of the

as good merchants buy at the right price, but

produced iron ore of poorer quality, Bimco noted.

world only grows imports slowly, according to

domestic production is keeping up so far despite
the obvious cost pressure.

Bimco believes that in June/July, the level

Bimco.

of capesize time-charter average rates will stay

“Moreover, the trend in commodities became

“Don’t expect China to become 100% reliant

around $12,000-22,000 per day. Panamax time-

increasingly focused on coal and iron ore trades

on imports while enjoying the lower market price.

charter average rates will feel the supply pressure

that are taking an even larger share of the pie going

The current iron ore price is around $90 per tonne,

and stay around $4,000-9,000 per day.

forward. This trend favours the larger bulkers,”

down from $130-140 per tonne in the second half

20 June 2014

In the supramax sector, freight rates are

Bimco pointed out.
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Taobao to the rescue

Cup 2014 but instead for the third annual

New MD for LOC Singapore

Pacific Basin Soccer Sixes, held at the

London

Football Club.

Consultants
has

Offshore
(LOC)

announced

appointment
Bierman

of

as

the
Rutger

managing

director of LOC Singapore.
Bierman

joined

LOC

Financially strapped Dongfang Shipbuilding,

Singapore in 2006 and has been the deputy

previously one of the leading yards in

managing director since 2011. He has

China’s Zhejiang Province, has resorted

established a reputation for dealing with

to selling its assets on Taobao, a Chinese

varied matters such as marine casualties,

website for online shopping similar to eBay

expert witness, energy warranty and vessel
The final result saw Pacific Basin’s

assurance. Bierman has also focussed on

A Ningbo court has revealed that it

PB Dragons, for the first time, crowned

the development of LOC’s extensive dynamic

will soon auction Dongfang’s RMB160m

champions at the Pacific Basin Soccer Sixes

positioning consultancy capability.

($25.7m) worth of assets on Taobao. The

tournament, beating Rodskog Shipbrokers

assets include industrial buildings and land

2-1.

and Amazon.

use rights located in Ma Dao Tou town in
Zhejiang Province.
The industrial buildings cover an area
of about 15,000 square meters, shipping

“I am delighted Rutger has taken the reins
at LOC Singapore, the hub office for this

This year’s tournament consisted of 16

region and, as such, a critical role,” said Jon

teams from a variety of shipping related

Walker, LOC’s group regional director for Asia/

industries including owners, insurance,

Australia.

legal, brokers, port terminals and agents.

“I know Rutger will continue to develop

berths span an area of 35,180 square

the office for the benefit of both LOC in

metres, land use rights of some 302,900

Asia/Australia and globally and to continue

square metres, and 15 sets of machinery.

providing the highest standard of service to

Since 2008, Dongfang has failed to repay

our clients,” he added.

its debts owed to several banks, resulting

Events

in the seizure of its tankers by the creditors
and forcing the company to shut down its
yards and lay off scores of workers.

Soccer fun

The 160 players that took part came
from companies such as NEPA, DLA Piper,

On a hot and humid evening last Wednesday,

Rodskog, Anglo Eastern, HUD and Ince &

Hong Kong’s shipping community was all a

Co, plus new entrants like Smythe & Co,

buzz. But this was not for the start of World

WSS, and Wah Kwong.

China Offshore Finance Forum
26 June 2014
Shangri-La Hotel, Dalian
Contact: Marine Money Offshore
Website: www.marinemoneyoffshore.com
SIBCON 2014
14 - 17 October 2014
Resorts World Sentosa, Singapore
Website: www.sibconsingapore.com

Seatrade Asia Week Supporters:

DNV Petroleum Services
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